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1, 
The present invention relates to‘ wearing alp-v 

parel and is particularly ‘directed to: improved 
garments, such as underdrawersor shorts. _ 
One of the objects of the invention resides in 

the provision of form ?tting garments of the 
character indicated which‘; a?erdv maxi-mum com 
fort to‘v the wearer in the’ seat, crotchFand- back; 
areas and yet retain their shape after repeated 
use and laundering thereof. 
Another object resides in the provision treat: 

ments of the ‘character indicated whichv include 
multiple layers of knitted-fabric‘ extending across‘ 
the abdominal area, and'-which,-wh‘en worm-will 
readily and automatically confer-m1 to the-‘various 
other parts of the-wearer.» 
Another object-residesi-n the-provision ota 

garment of the character indicated» having; a1 in}; 
which will not~gap¢ open 1when the garment-is 
worn. 

Anotheri object: resides in‘ the‘provi'sionnof; such 
a garment havl-n'aa waist band- forming-‘expon 
tion thereof which: provideslgreater' comfort to 
the wearer than‘ conventional Waist" bands» 
Another object is to provide such- garments: 

which. are constructed ofv an integral1yi,'conitinu‘ 
ously'knitted'rpiece‘of fabric. - 

Another object is to provide'such-i garments -in* 
a simple. andeconomical manner. 
Other and further objects‘v of the'inventiorfwilb 

be manifest from the-followings description and‘ a 
they accompanying drawings: 
In accordance with‘ theinventiomthe f‘oregow 

ing objects are accomplished by providing/a gar 
ment of the-character indicated which is con-= 
structed of a knitted fabric comprisingiaeonee' 
piece integral body portion’ or form including; 
a crotch portion or flap, wherein the-back portion; 
has a longitudinal.- zone, contiguous with‘and*in-~~ 
eluding the crotch portion,‘which=is»of a knitlmore 
yieldablelaterally than adjacentportions and-they». 
remainder of the body portion, the zone being 
preferably plait-knitted and adaptedrtoiretain' its 
shape when relaxed and the remainder of- the‘ 
garment. being- of a' conventional; plain: or jerseyr 
knit or other fabric~ormateria1,.and whereinlthe' 
front has a-zoneabove-the crotchzportionwhichr 
consists of multiple layers ofyfabric for'the pro‘; 
tection, comfort andibetter support for. the-ab 
domen of the'wearer, the said.layersi'beingepro-i 
vided by folding, the fabric upon. itself thereby 
forming a fly which will remainlclosediwh'ileither 
garment is‘ being-worn. 
In ‘the accompanying; drawings, ,wherein’rhave 

illustrated preferred embodimentsi of; my: inve‘n-r‘ 
tion: 
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Fig 1 is a-iront view of a- folded oneepiecéiorin 

for-1 undergarments or - shorts embddy'm'g'rthe pres: 
ent invention» as out nerm- a‘ ‘?at; "tube oft-113ml“ 
lar-l-y knitted;‘fabric-,1s'l‘iew‘nv inhbrok'en- lines; 

Fig-.~ 2 is arearsviewtr the folded formiTil-liis; 
tra-t'ed inlFigall; - 

» Fig.» 3; isap1an-~view1oran open blank provided 
byseveririg ‘the one-piece form? of‘ Figs? rams-12 
alonglthe vertical C‘é'ri-teii Iih-e or the’ fir-emirates 
thereof; ’ ; 

Fig. - 4 isa tron-t views-sf: a’ paritially’iobii-ipletm 
undergarment or shorts formedfroi'iiitlieiblank 
illustrated in Fig. 3; 
Fig.5 is a top View of the shbrtsfiin the-sate 

of completion of Fig";- 41; _ ' 

Fig. oaisia- rear? viewfotithe-shdrtslin are state’? 
otoomnletion 'illustiiatedby Fig.4;- ‘ 
‘Fig; 7iiis-a front_ view? (iii-a11(itin‘ipiletedi-urideréara 

nientlorfshortséembodyingt T" ' '" after'ithe 

attachment: or a‘; waist rand-t6‘; ‘the ofFiEéL 
4,:5fa'nd 6; _ 
Fig. & i'siia topiviewio‘fl the waistbandro’? the; 

shorts 'of'Fig. '1;v A ' ‘ I‘ v ' 

Fig. 9 is a top view,“similartoithatlof‘-Fi'gy8; 
of-a modi?ed form of waist-‘band; ‘ i 

Fig; 10 is. a plan‘viewg. similari tothat‘ofizlil-ie;l 3,1 
of‘ an open“ blank from; which afir‘xiodi?ediga'rineriit 
embodying the’, invention may be formed‘i‘and'l 

Fig. - 1-1 visra = front view of l a modi?ed‘runderearll 
ment or shorts‘ formed from- the blank‘ shown Fig.10, 7 

Referring‘- to: the"drawings‘imdetail, anamore 
particularly to ‘Figs; 1 : and‘ 2‘ thereof, .thereuisi 
shown; in~broken lines; a-?at' tube :‘o‘fa‘circularlyj 
knitted fabric" H) having‘ aslongitudi'nal‘zone: IQ- of 
a knit which is ‘more yieldable laterally than? ad; 
jacent» portions» and the remainder of‘ thertu'be. 
To- accomplish-this, the vzone I23 is- pla'it'eknittedr 
in air-manner“ tojstretchreadily;whereby in“ a ,gare" 
ment made from the tube‘ Hliin? the manner‘ here; 
inafter describedrthe' zone: I 2'- will yield;‘ toia?ord 
maximum comfort to: the wearer in- the seat; 
crotch-land back! areas of; the“ garment ; ‘will some 
form readily to the Iparts-o-f the body ‘of thewearei‘l 
while'being worn; and will return toitsiiorige‘ 
inal shape upon removal from the body of the? 
wearer and after‘ repeated? "washingsil‘i'Illfe > re 
mainderv of thetube- Isl}. may: b'el‘rof-a- conventional! 
knit. 
More particularlyrthmzone [21 n'1'ay“?1o'e‘-‘v draw 

accord-ion’ knit- such‘1 as that-illustrated; an'd ' scribed in United States Letters; 'Patent'ia‘Nois 

2,201,980;whereinaselfepleatingzfmachinekni eidi 
doubleerib‘ fabric has fewer 'w'a‘les'i on I that-inside" 
surface at-the' fold 1i!"vies‘tha'ni‘a‘tithef outside S1111‘; , 



face of the fold line. For example, the fabric 
may have one or more wales missing on one sur 
face at every sixth, eighth or tenth wale position 
and have two adjacent wales missing in the other 
surface at every ?fth and sixth, seventh and 
eighth, or ninth and tenth Wale position, respec 
tively, with the missing wales on one surface be 
ing generally equidistantly staggered in relation to 
the missing wales of the other surface. The 
thread forming the fabric is sufficiently tight in 
relation to the gauge and thickness of the thread 
to cause the fabric to fold itself in accordion 
fashion along the lines of the missing wales. 
Such a knit permits localized stretch» at any 

point or area within zone l2 providing greater 
comfort to the wearer of the garment than is 
provided by conventional garments of this char 
acter. This is highly desirable, particularly in 
back, seat and crotch areas. 
The tube 10, including the plait knit or 

double-rib knit portion [2 thereof, may be formed 
on a circular, double-needle row machine, such 
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as that manufactured by the Wildman Manu— ' 
facturing Company of Morristown, Pennsylvania, 
wherein both rows of needles are arranged in a 
continuous uninterrupted circle, and in which 
one row of needles is arranged generally vertical, 
such needles being referred to as the cylinder 
needles, While the other row of needles is ar 
ranged generally radially and more or less at 
right angles to the cylinder needles, the needles 
of this; other row being generally referred to as 
the dial needles. Circular double needle row 
machines may be either of the type in which the 
needle banks rotate in relation 'to non-rotating 
cams and thread carriers, or of the type in which 
the needle banks, do not rotate and instead the 
actuating cams rotate along with the thread car 
riers or thread guides. Any of such machines 
may be readily arranged to knit the plait knit or 
double-rib knit at one zone and a plain or jersey 
knit at the remainder of the tube, to thereby pro 
duce a circularly-knitted fabric tube such as that 
shown in broken lines in Fig. l. 
The double-rib knit zone I2 is produced by re- ' ' 

moving, or rendering ineffective and inoperative, 
one or two needles at regular intervals in each 
of the two rows or sets of needles in the corre 
sponding zone of the machine, but with the spaces 
of the removed needles of one row being stag 
gered in relation to the spaces of the removed 
needles of the other row, and then feeding the 
thread or yarn alternately over all of the remain 
ing needles in the two rows with sufficient tension 
to cause the fabric to fold by itself around the 
points where the one or two needles are missing. 
In the double-rib knit zone 112, formed as above, 
the thread forming each course forms a loop al 
ternately on opposite sides of the fabric over a 
suitable width and then for either two or three 
stitches only on one face of the fabric and then 
again on both faces for the same width and then 
again only on the oppositeface for either two or 
three stitches, the portions having such loops only 
on one side or the other constituting the fold :1. 
lines. 
. In cutting the tube. 10 to: form a blank from 
which undergarments or shorts embodying the 
invention may be formed, the tube is initially 
?attened to provide superposed layers [4 and IS 
with the plait-knit zone l2 disposed centrally in 
one of the resulting layers l6. It should be noted‘ 
at this point that the circumference of tube It! is 
substantially greater than the ?nal circumfer 
ence of the undergarment to be formed there 
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7 opposite side edges of the garment. 

. 4 
from. The reason for this excess circumference 
will be fully described hereinafter when the man 
ner in which the double layers of fabric in the 
abdominal area of the garment are provided is 
explained. 
In forming the blank, both layers of the ?at 

tened tube I0 are out along a straight transverse 
line to provide a top edge 18. The layer [4 of 
the ?attened tube (Fig. l) is cut at the center 
along a transverse, concave line 20, spaced down 
wardly from top edge 18, along transverse, 
concave lines 22 and 24 extending from the op 
posite ends of line 20, and along concave, up~ 
wardly inclined lines 26 and 28 extending from 
the outer ends of lines 22 and 24, respectively to 
the adjacent folded side edges of the flattened 
tube. The layer 16 of the ?attened tube In (Fig. 
2) is cut transversely at its center, in plait-knit 
zone l2, along convex line 38, which is spaced 
from the top edge 18 and is below the lowest por 
tion of the lower edge of the layer it cut as pre 
viously described, along concave lines 32 and 34 
extending from the opposite sides of line 30, and 
along concave lines 36 and 38 which extend up 
wardly and outwardly from the outer ends of 
lines 32 and 34, respectively, to the adjacent 
folded side edges of the flattened tube. As seen 
in Fig. 2, the outer ends of lines 36 and 38 are 
contiguous to the outer ends of lines 26 and 28. 
respectively. 
The layer M of the circularly-knitted tube I0 

is then severed along its longitudinal medial line 
40 (Fig. 1) and opened flat to provide the blank 
42' of Fig. 3 having a top edge 18, opposite side 

' edges 44 and 46, resulting from the severing of 
the layer l5 along line 40, and a lower edge 
de?ned by line 30 at the center, by lines 32, 
36, 26, 22 and 20', the latter being a segment 
of line 20 of Fig. 1, at one side, and by lines 34, 
38, 28, 24 and 20", the latter being a segment 
of line 20 of Fig. 1, at the other side. 
In commercial practice, the tube I0 may ?rst 

be severed along a longitudinal line coincident 
with line 40 of Fig. l and opened ?at before cut 
ting the upper and lower edges to provide the 
form shown in Fig. 3. In which case, the upper 
and lower edges are preferably formed simul 
taneously by stamping the opened tube by means 
of blanking dies. It will be understood, how 
ever, that the same operations may be performed 
by manually severing the tube as indicated, for 
example by shears or scissors. 
As seen inyFig. 3, blank 42 includes a, depend 

ing crotch forming portion or ?ap 48 in the mid 
dle, and by reason of plait-knitted zone l2 of 
the tube II], the blank further has a zone 50 of 
plait-knit, such as that previously described, 
preferably of the same width as the flap and in 
alignment therewith, which extends from the top 
edge l8 to the portion 30 of the bottom edge 
and includes the flap. 
To form the body portion 52 (Fig. 4) , the outer 

portions of blank 42 are folded inwardly, along 
lines 54 and 56 extending vertically from the 
junctions of lines 35 and 32, and of lines 38 and 
34, respectively, to positions overlying the por 
tion of the blank between the fold lines which 
portion forms the back 58 (Figs. 5 and 6) of the 
garment. Fold lines 54 and 56 then form the 

Additional 
vertical fold lines 60 and 62 extend from the 
center of lines '22 and 24, respectively, form 
ing parts of the lower edge of blank 42, and the 
outermost portions of the blank are folded or 

' ' reverted, towards the respective side edges 54 



5? 
and-56 'to'provide portions-t4 and-66 (‘Fig-'5) 
overlying sections: of the ‘front forming ' portions 
68 and 10, respectively. 'As seen~in~Fig. 5, the 
front forming portions» 68 andil? havela com 
bined width which is- greater than-the width of 
the back 58 so that the inner edge ‘~6'2~-'of port-ion 
W overlaps the inner edgei?il ofportion i68~to 
provide a fly opening at the front ofl'the gar 
inent. The bottom of the’ edge 62 ofgthe over 
lying section 66 is stretched to further overlie 
the portion 64, whereby the fly opening ‘desig 
nated'lz will be disposed at- an angle, as seen 
in. Fig. 4. The overlapping front forming‘ por 
tionsGB and '10 are secured’together-at the‘ top 
by the stitching of a waist band. thereto,"as .wiil 
be described presently, and are secured at a 
point intermediate the top and bottom thereof 
by stitching '14 with the opening???‘ of' the “fly ‘be 
ing de?ned‘ between stitching 14' and‘ a seam'SiJ. 
The outer free edges of the overlying sections ‘64’ 
and 66 are secured to front‘ forming portions '58’ 
and '10, respectively, by non-elastic. binding tapes 
i6 and '18, respectively. ‘The body ‘portion 152 of 
the garment is completed. by securing the rounded 
end‘ 30 of the ?ap 48 to the central concave'por 
tion of the lower edge of the front,_ formed ‘by 
sections 22 and 24 of the bottom edge of the 
blank, along the seam all, so that the crotch poi‘ 
tion 48: separates leg openings at'the opposite 
sides thereof defined] in the rear by sections‘32 
and 34 of the bottom edge and in the front by 
sections 26, 3t andj28, 38 of the bottom edge. 
In conventional garments, stretching of " the 

body portion during movements of‘ the wearer 
causes the ?y to gap‘open. In the garment of, 
the present invention any such stretching is con 
?ned to the plaiteknitted‘ zone. 58, so that the 
?y. opening, constructed in the manner‘describod, 
will not gap open. 

To, complete the undergarment or shorts‘ em- - 
bodying the invention, a Waist band‘ 82 of elas 
ticized fabric is securedto, the top edge E8 of the 
body portion 52 (Fig. '7). Thewaistjband 32 
may be formed of anelongatedstrip. 84 of suit. 
ably elasticized fabric, having. a length greater 
than the circumference of' the completedfbody 
portion to provide an overlap at the ifront of 
the garment whenthe ends of the strip. are se 
cured together, as in Fig. 8, to form a waist, en 
circling band. As seen in Fig. 8, 9115 end of 
strip 84 is folded back at 8,6, and the folded 
end is then secured by stitching '88 tofthe other 
end, with the end edge 900i‘ the latter extend? 
ing beyond the end edge of the folded portion. 
to ‘‘prevent unravelling of the latter. Finally,‘ a 
circumferential line of stitching 92, secures waist 
band 82‘ to the top edge of, the body portion, 
and also secures the overlapping front portions 

68 and ‘it. together at their top edges. ' w ’ In conventional garmentsthe ends ofthe'waist 

band are generally folded over each other at 
the back of the garment and a‘label secured 
thereto to provide a ?nished appearance andto 
prevent unravelling. Such multiple layers at-‘th'e 
rear of the garment render the same uncpm 
Iortable when thewearer leans against the-back 
of an unpadded seat. The waist band of the 
present invention not only presents a nea-ter ap 
pearance, but provides greater comfort bywr'ea 
son of its construction and-the location ofivthe 
joined overlapping ends. ' 
In Fig. 9, a modi?ed construction forthewaist 

band is illustrated, in Whichboth ends-lM-and S6 
of‘ strip 98 are folded back, and; the foldedil'ends 
are secured together“ bystitchihglUO-L with the 
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‘folded portions- ‘adjacent each other andtheaend 
edgesof each withdrawnv from the fold‘edge of- the 
other tolthereby prevent unravelling of each- of 
the ‘end edges. In this modi?ed form the’ ends 
of the waist band are also joined at the front of 
the-garment. I 

{The completed undergarment illustrated in-Fig. 
7,- and- provided by the present invention-affords 
maximum comfort to the wearer, and prevents 
gaping open of the-?y by reason of the‘ lateral-1y 
yieldable-section 58 extending down they back, to 
the seat and crotch areas, and also assists in sup 
porting‘ the abdomen of the- wearer by» providing 
a- double thickness ofknitted fabric atthe cen 
tral portions of the'front above the crotch. 
'InFig. '10 a blank M2 is illustrated, from 

which a modi?ed 'underg-arment or shorts em 
bodying the» invention, and‘ seen in its completed 
state in Fig. llf, may be formed. The blank I'd-2 
is~preferab1y provided a circularly-knitted 
tube ofiabri-c, similar-to tube iii of Figs. 1 and 
2, having a longitudinal zone EM of a laterally 
yieldable knit, such as the plait-knit previously 
described, which tube is longitudinallysevered 
along a line diametrically opposed to the plait 
knitzone to formv the side edges £06 and HIB'of 
theblank. The top edge N0 of blank l52-is pref 
erably straight and forms a trunk opening when 
the blank is fabricated into a complete body-pore 
tion. The blank is formed with a crotch ‘por 
tion or ?ap H2, which depends from thelower 
edge of the blank, and is ‘preferably of a ‘width 
equal to that of plait-knit section PM 'and-includ 
ing the latter. In contrast to the first-described‘ 
embodiment of the invention, the bottom edge 
H4 or" ?ap H2 is out straightacross, rather~than 
being rounded. The remainder of‘ the‘bottom 
edge of blank E32 is'formed by-cuttingvalong con 
cave lines M5 and I- I8‘ extending outwardly from 
the opposite side edges-of ?ap H2, concave lines 
12% and H2 extending outwardly from the outer 
ends of lines HE and H8, respectively, the rec 
tangular-cutouts i243 and IZB'diSEOSGd-at theouter 
ends of lines l-Zil- and I122, respectively, and" the 
concave lines I28 and i3!)extendingupwardly'and 
outwardly from the outer ends of‘ cutouts 124‘ 
and £25 to the-side edges Hit and l?Bg-respeo 
tively. 3 
Vin formingthebody- portion [-32 of Fig. 11-, the 

portions of blank m2 disposed outwardly of ven 
tical fold lines I34 and 1-3-6, which extend from 
the junctions of bottom edge sections H-‘B and 
172i) and sections H8 and IE2, respectivelypare 
folded inwardly to overlie the portion ‘H38 ‘bee 
tween the fold-lines, which portion is adapted-‘to 
provide the back of the body portion, with’ fold 
lines we and I36 forming the opposite‘ side edges 
of» the completed vbody‘ portion. Thefree end 
portions Md and M2, disposed outwardlyof‘ver 
tieal fold lines’ M4 and I 46, respectively, which 
intersect the centers of cutouts H24 and l~28,are 

' folded back along lines M4» and M5 to overlie {the 
front forming sections 448 and Hill, which; are 

. bounded at their sides‘ by fold linesll'e‘e and PM 
65 
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and fold lines I36 andv M8, respectively, to there 
by provide a double layer of" knit fabric at the 
front of the undergarment. As seen in Fig-11, 
the various sections making up blank Hi-2-"are 
proportioned so that the folded- edges HM- and» M6 
overlap to provide a fly opening at the front, the 
bottom edge of the'overlapped portion‘ M2‘ being 
stretched’, in the same manner as-Iin theirormt 
shown in Fig. 4, in forming» the fly’ opening. "The 
free edges of overlying portions liildland Mia/re 
cured, to the front forming sections~~ litandt'li'l?, 
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respectively, .by suitable binding non-‘elastic tape 
:52. The'body portion of the modi?ed garment 
is completed by securing the free end of tab or 
?ap H2 in the rectangular recess at the front, 
formed by cutouts I24 and 1260f the blanks along 
the seam I54. rI‘he flap H2 when secured as 
above, provides the crotch portion of the garment 
and serves to separate the leg openings de?ned 
by bottom edge sections H6 and H8 at the rear, 
and sections I20 and I28 and sections I22 and I39 
at the front. The modi?ed undergarment is com 
pleted by securing an elasticized waist-band I56, 
formed in the manner described in connection 
with either Fig. 8 or Fig. 9, to the top edge of the 
body portion with stitching I58, 
From the foregoing description, it will be seen 

that the present invention provides improved un 
dergarments which afford maximum comfort to 
the wearer, provide multiple layers at the abdomi 
nal region, retain their shape, prevent gaping 
open of the fly, permit laundering without affect 
ing their shape, and which can be manufactured 
in a simple and economical manner. 

While I have illustrated and described pre 
ferred embodiments of my invention, it is to be 
understood that I do not wish to be limited to 
those precise embodiments, as obviously various 
modi?cations and changes may be made therein 
without departing from the spirit and scope of 
my invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. A garment of the class described formed of 

a knitted fabric and comprising a body having a 
back portion and a front portion, said front por 
tion including two parts overlapping at the cen 
ter thereof, the outer one of said parts being 
stretched laterally at the lower end thereof to 
further overlie the inner one of said parts, and 
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means securing together the overlapping inner ' 
part and outer part at said laterally stretched 
lower end of the latter and at a location 
spaced substantially upwardly therefrom to de 
?ne a fly-opening between said securing means 
having the overlapping edge of said outer part 
disposed at an angle relative to the vertical axis 
of the garment and longitudinally tensioned to 
resist gaping of said fly-opening. 

2. An undergarment formed of a fabric com 
prising an integral body portion having a rear 
side and a front side including a pair of sec 
tions contiguous at their outer edges with the 
side edges of said rear side and overlapping at 
their inner edges to provide a fly opening, an 
overlying layer integral with the inner edge of 
each of said sections and secured at its free edge 
to the respective section, each of said overlying 
layers extending from said inner edge of the 
related one of said sections substantially midway 
to the related side edge of said rear side to pro 
vide a zone having multiple layers covering the 
abdominal area, the lower edges of said rear 
side and of said sections and overlying layers be 
ing shaped to form leg openings, and a crotch 
portion between said leg openings contiguous 
with said rear side and joined with said sec 
tions and overlying layers at the front. 

8. A garment of the class described formed of 
a knitted fabric and comprising an integral body 
having a back portion and a front portion, said 
front portion including a section formed to ex 
tend across the abdominal area thereof of multiple 
layers overlapping at the center, the outer 
most multiple layers being stretched laterally at 
the lower ends thereof to further overlie the 
innermost multiple layers, and means securing 
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together the overlapping innermost multiple 
layers and outermost multiple layers at said lat 
erally stretched lower ends of the latter and at 
a location spaced substantially upwardly there 
from to de?ne a fly-opening between said se 
curing means having the overlapping edges of 
said outermost multiple layers disposed at an 
angle relative to the vertical axis of the gar 
ment and longitudinally tensioned to resist gap 
ing of said fly-opening. 

4. An undergarment formed of a knitted fabric 
comprising an integral body portion having a 
rear side and a front side including a pair of 
sections contiguous at their outer edges with the 
side edges of said rear side and overlapping at 
their inner ends to provide a fly opening, an 
overlying layer integral with the inner edge of 
each of said sections and secured at its free edge 
to the respective section, each of said overlying 
layers extending from said inner edge of the 
related one of said sections substantially midway 
to the related side edge of said rear side to pro 
vide a zone at the front having multiple layers 
covering the abdomen of the wearer, the lower 
edges of said rear side and of said sections and 
overlying layers being shaped to de?ne leg open 
ings, said rear side having a longitudinal zone at 
the middle thereof of a knit more yieldable lat 
erally than the remainder of said body’portion, 
and a crotch portion between said leg open 
ings of the same knit as said zone and being a 
continuation thereof and being joined with said 
sections and overlying layers at the front. 

5. An undergarment formed of a fabric com 
prising an integral body portion having a rear 
side and a front side including a pair of sec 
tions contiguous at their outer edges with the side 
edges of said rear side and overlapping at their 
inner edges to provide a ?y opening, an overly 
ing layer integral with the inner edge of each of 
said sections and secured at its free edge to the 
respective section, each of said overlying layers 
extending from said inner edge of the related one 
of said sections substantially midway to the 
related side edge of said rear side to provide a 
zone at the front having multiple layers of fabric 
for supporting the abdomen of the wearer, the 
lower edge of the rear side being shaped to de?ne 
the rear portions of leg openings and the lower 
edges of said sections and said overlying layers 
being shaped at the parts thereof adjacent said 
outer edges and free edges, respectively, to de?ne 
the front portions of leg openings and being up 
wardly concaved at the center, and a crotch por 
tion between said leg openings contiguous with 
said rear side and having a rounded front end 
joined to said sections and overlying layers at 
said upwardly concaved portion of the lower edges 
thereof. 

6. An undergarment formed of a fabric com 
prising an integral body portion having a rear 
side and a front side including a pair of sections 
contiguous at their outer edges with the side 
edges of said rear side and overlapping at their 
inner edges to provide a ?y opening, an overly 
ing layer integral with the inner edge of each of 
said sections and secured at its free edge to the 
respective section, each of said overlying layers 
extending from said inner edge of the related one 
of said sections substantially midway to the re 
lated side edge of said rear side to provide a zone 
at the front having multiple layers of fabric for 
supporting the abdomenof the wearer, the low 
er edge of said rear side being shaped to de?ne 
the rear portions of leg openings and thelower 
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edgesrof said; sections vand overlying; 'laye'rsebeing 
shapedat theirrouter portions to rde?nert‘h‘e front 
portions; of leg: openings. and at the. center to 
de?ne‘ a’ rectangular ‘cutout; and? a crotch por 
tion between said‘ leg ‘openings contiguous with 
said‘ rear side and having a straight front end 
?tting into said rectangular ."cutout: ‘and. joined 
to. said sections and ‘overlying layers: ' 

'7, vThe method v‘of :forming the ‘body ' portion ‘of 
an undergarment-‘of thesclas‘s; described I'compris; 
ing circularly knitting aatube of'fab‘rio: with "a 
circumference substantially larger than: theidee 
sired ‘circumference of‘ the ?nished». ‘garment; ‘cut; 
‘ting said tube along. a transverseline toiprovi'de 
ar-top edge, along a'transverse~line.spacedliouuiL 
wardly from said top .edge andhaving-arcuate 
legopenin'g forming-sections and an: depending 
?ap forming section‘ in the middle, airdalon'g 
a;longitudinal line diametrically opposed to said 
?ap, opening said tubeto form a flat blank with 
the central portion. forming. the rear sideofth'e 
body portion, folding the. outer portions 'of said 
blank inwardly to overlie the- central portionato 
provide the front side of vth‘e body portion, revert; 
ing the free endportions of said foldedputer 
portions along overlappedlfol'd lines to provide 
a 1137» opening-at. the center and double thicknesses 
of fabric at the front, securing the overlapped 
portions together at ‘the top and bottom of the 
fly opening, securing the free edges-of the revert 
ed portions to said folded outer portions, and 
stitching the free end. of said .?ap to said fold 
ed outer portions and reverted portions to there 
by provide a crotch portion. M _ 

8. The method of forming the body portion of 
an undergarment of vthe class described-compris 
ing circularly knitting a tube of fabric with ‘a 
circumference substantially larger thani'the d‘e 
s’ired circumference of the ?nished garment'and 
with a longitudinal zone of a knit more yieldable 
laterally than the remainder of the tube, cutting 
said tube along a transverse line to provide a 
top edge, along a transverse line spaced down 
wardly from said top edge including a depending 
?ap forming portion contiguous to and includ 
ing said zone and leg opening forming portions at 
the opposite sides of said ?ap, and along a lon 
gitudinal line diametrically opposed to said zone, 
opening said tube to provide a flat blank with 
the central portion thereof forming the rear side 
of the body portion, folding the outer portions 
of said blank inwardly to overlie the central por 
tion and provide the front side of the body por 
tion, reverting the free end portions of said fold 
ed outer portions along overlapping fold lines 
to provide a ?y opening at the center and double 
thicknesses of fabric in a section of the front 
side, securing the overlapped portions together at 
the top and bottom of the fly opening, securing 
the free edges of the reverted portions to said 
folded outer portions, and stitching the free 
end of said flap to said folded outer portions and 
reverted portions at the middle of the front side 
to thereby provide a crotch portion. 

9. The method of forming the body portion of 
an undergarment of the class described compris 
ing circularly knitting a tube of fabric With a 
circumference substantially larger than the de 
sired circumference of the ?nished garment and 
with a longitudinal zone of a knit more yieldable 
laterally than the remainder of the tube, cut 
ting said tube along a transverse line to provide 
a top edge, along a transverse line spaced down 
wardly from said top edge including a depend 
ing ?ap forming portion contiguous to and in 
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10 
eluding "said zone.‘ and "leg "opening :forming tions'at the‘opposite sides of 'saidz?ap', ‘arid‘along 
a longitudinal line diametrically ‘opposed: ftozsai'd 
zone, opening said tube to provide a .?‘at blank 
with the central portion 'thereof'forming'the rear 
side of the body'portion, folding ‘theloutér per; 
tions of said blankinwar'dly to overlie the och“ 
tral portion. and provide the ‘front‘si'de?ofi'tliebody 
portion, reverting'the. free end ‘portions-‘of? said 
folded outerv portions along overlapping? fold 
lines to provide'av fly opening at the center “and 
double vthicknesses 'ofifabric in a section ‘ofsth'e 
front side,stretching the lower ‘ends of'the fold~= 
edputer portions ‘laterally to further ‘overlapth‘é 
fold. lines of.‘ the free'iend portions:thereof=,-i see 
curing the overlappedv portions: ‘togeth'er ‘at-“the 
top thereof a-iidiat “thetbottom of the ‘stretched 
portions" adjacent the bottom of'ithel ?y ‘op‘eni 
ing, securing‘ the free edgesiof :th‘e reverted'porl 
tions to said'folded‘ outerportions, and‘sti't'chT 
ing the free'endofi’said a?'ap to said .fold'edmutei 
portions and‘ reverted portions at‘the middle-lot 
the front side toth‘erebyprovidé a crotc'h'po-"rl 
tion.. ' ‘ ' 

10. The method 'of formingthe bod‘ylp‘ortioni‘of 
an undergarment of theclass describedihaving 
multiple layers'of‘ifabric at the abd'ominallfai‘ea; 
comprising circularly knitting a tube..of'¥fabric 
with a circumference greater th’anth‘e desired 
circumference'of the finished b'odylporti'on; sever; 
ing the tube ‘along'transve'rse spaced ‘lines were, 
vide a top edge :for de?ning atrunkY-openingiand 
a'b'ottom edge for de?ningr'a crotch formingi?ap 
at the middle and l'eg'op'enings at the sides ofi‘s'aid 
?ap, severing'the' tube alonga longitudinal 'lin'e 
diametrically opposed‘ to the?ap and" opening 
the tube to provide a flat blank," folding the/outer 
ends of said vblank tolprovide. double. thicknesses 
of knit fabric; folding. the doubled portions in; 
wardly to overlie the central section of the blank 
and with the fold lines of said doubled portions 
overlapped to provide a front side having a ?y 
opening at the center, and securing the free 
end of the ?ap to the bottom edge of said front 
side at the center thereof to provide a crotch. 

11. A garment of the class described formed 
of a knitted material and comprising an integral 
body having a back portion and a front portion, 
said front portion including a section formed to 
extend substantially across the abdominal area 
thereof of multiple layers overlapping at the 
center,- the outermost multiple layers being 
stretched laterally at the lower ends thereof to 
further overlie the innermost multiple layers, 
means securing together the overlapping inner 
most multiple layers and outermost multiple lay 
ers at said laterally stretched lower ends of the 
latter and at a location spaced upwardly there 
from to de?ne a fly-opening between said secur 
ing means having the overlapping edges of said 
outermost multiple layers disposed at an angle 
relative to the vertical axis of the garment and 
longitudinally tensioned to resist gaping of said 
fly-opening, a, longitudinal zone disposed cen— 
trally in said back portion and formed of a mate 
rial more yieldable laterally than the remainder 
of said body, and a crotch portion contiguous 
with said zone and formed of the same material 
as the latter, said crotch portion being joined to 
said front portion below said fly-opening. 

12. An undergarment formed of a knitted ma 
terial and comprising an integral body portion 
having a rear side and a front side, said front 
side including a pair of sections contiguous at 
their outside edges with the side edges of said 
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‘rear side and overlapping at their inside edges, 
on overlying layer integral with said inside edge 
of each of said sections and secured at its free 
edge to the respective section, each of said over 
lying layers extending from said inside edge of the 
related one of said sections substantially mid 
way to the related outside edge of the latter to 
provide a zone covering the abdominal area hav 
ing multiple layers overlapping at the center, 
the outermost of said overlapping multiple layers 
being stretched laterally at the lower ends there 

a of to further overlie the innermost of said mul 
tiple layers, means securing together the over 
lapping innermost multiple layers and the outer 
most multiple layers at said laterally stretched 
lower ends of the latter and at a location spaced 
upwardly therefrom to de?ne a ?y-opening be 
tween said securing means having the over 
lapping fold edge of said outermost layers dis 
posed at an angle relative to the vertical axis of 
the garment and longitudinally tensioned to 
resist gaping of the ?y-opening, the lower edges 
of said rear side and of said multiple layers be 
ing shaped to form leg openings and a crotch por 
tion between said leg openings contiguous with 
said rear side and joined to the lower edges of 
said multiple layers at the central part of said 
front side. 

13. The method of forming the body portion 
of an undergarment of the class described com 
prising circularly knitting a tube of fabric with 
a circumference substantially larger than the 
desired circumferenece of the ?nished garment; 
cutting said tube along a transverse line to pro 
vide a top edge, along a transverse line spaced 
from said top edge and having arcuate leg open 
ing forming sections and a projecting ?ap form 
ing section in the middle, and along a longitudi— 
nal line diametrically opposed to said ?ap; open 
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ing said tube to form a ?at blank with the och; 
tral portion forming the rear side of the body 
portion; folding the outer portions of said blank 
inwardly to overlie the central portion and form 
the front side of the body portion; reverting the 
free end portions of said folded outer portions 
along overlapped fold lines to provide multiple 
layers of fabric at the front overlapping at the 
center; laterally stretching the outermost of 
said overlapping multiple layers at the lower ends 
of the latter to further overlie the innermost of 
said overlapping multiple layers; securing to 
gether said innermost multiple layers and said 
outermost multiple layers adjacent the laterally 
stretched lower ends of the latter and at a loca 
tion spaced upwardly therefrom to de?ne a ?y 
opening between the secured together parts of 
the overlapping multiple layers having the fold 
line of said outermost multiple layers disposed 
at an angle relative to the vertical axis of the 
body portion and tensioned longitudinally to re 
sist gaping of the ?y-opening; securing the free 
edges of the reverted portions to said folded 
outer portions; and stitching the free end of said 
flap to the lower edges of said overlapping mul 
tiple layers to thereby provide a crotch portion. 

WILLIAM W. ARTZT. 
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